
Figure 240: About the patent Inventor: Umesh Bhargava, BS., B. Pharm., MS., Ph. D., R. Ph. is 
a first-generation Indian American who completed his MS in Pharmacy from St. Louis 
College of Pharmacy in 1961, shown above on the left. Then started Research Assistantship 
on Black Walnut with Missouri University Hospital at Columbia, shown on the right. While 
on Research Assistantship, he did his Ph. D. in Pharmacology in 1967



Figure 241: CDC A-Z for the Topic of your choice and NIH news in Health



Figure 242: HHS Programs and Services



Figure 243: Health Literacy and What is our role in promoting health 
literacy?



Figure 244: The healthcare sector relies heavily on knowledge that is 
evidence-based information, diagnoses, and treatments that are 
implemented quickly in a patient’s best interests in treating patients.



Figure 245: This website is suitable for the hospitals. But it can be used by 
any industry that wants to reduce healthcare costs for their employees by 
improving health and educating them with health information. 



Figure 246: The footer is also like an independent website 
available on every website page. Here employees can make 
comments after reading articles to get credit for CE.



Figure 247: How to Grow the Tacit Health Knowledge Asset? This 
knowledge or know-how is embedded or rooted in the mind of talented 
people, acquired through years of experience, expanded by getting together 
with talented people.



Figure 248: The Walnut Healthcare Global System is a creative tool to 
achieve maximum productivity through increasing health literacy involving 
multi-talented groups of people and technology working together to 
achieve the best results to reduce healthcare costs.



Figure 249: This website is the result of three patent applications 
working on the three concepts



Figure 250: The website was created by making hundreds of 
websites, doing research, and using art and creativity on making 
websites with colors for over six years.



Figure 251: From Harvard 12 ways to cut health care costs, CDC A-Z Index, 
Clear Health from NIH, and NHS A-Z List.



Figure 252: Additional Health & Medical Online Resources



Figure 253: Medical Information Websites



Figure 254: Medical & Health News Daily (Health Conditions) from 
MedicalNewsToday



Figure 255: 100 Important Articles from MedicalNewsToday



Figure 256: Helpful Links and Clinical Resources
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